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Comments about To The Fifty Engineers - Prince Of
Denmark
Kamuro
Haunting with minimal progression, echoey dub techno. It has a similar feeling to Paranoia
Department's Apparitions compilation.
Era
Does 'To The Fifty Engineers' samples some Gas song? word
Unsoo
Sure sounds like a Gas track . . . .
Mr.jeka
Prypjat is amazing, haunting, depressing, uplifting. He needs to make an entire album of eerie post-
apocalyptic dub techno.
Whitescar
does anybody has an idea about the origin of this ep title?
Pryl
Y o u a r e r ig h t
Malak
Maybe it is a reference to the Fukushima 50 liquidators.
Arryar
classic. gets it every time
Binar
Beautiful. A1 and A2 are really lovely but not super memorable for me yet. However, B1 is a hit right
off the bat. Lush atmospheric dub techno with a lot of energy and intrigue.
SoSok
Can somebody tell me who has the record: How is the soundquality of this record, because based on
the online rips i have heard the sound seems to be more flat and less detailed compared to other
works of him like his alias traumprinz. The tracks are amazing, but i am doubting about the quality
of the pressing and the mastering. thanks!
Heraly
Yes, sound is more flat than traumprinz 01 for example. Probably due to the fact that each side is
longer than 13 minutes each. If you expect "normal" loud pressing on this one, forget it. It's even
worse if you look at the "to the fifty engineers" whith its very low or quiet kick and the bassline
coming very late, bringing the level in the red if you ever thought about correcting with the
gain.Having said that, I bought the record and would buy it again if needed. Prypjat is an amazing
track and a bit strange productionswise and I don't care much about how loud is the pressing in this
case.Note : I have the first pressing, I don't know if they did a remaster for the next pressings.
inform
Can confirm the pressing I've got sounds great. Copy purchased direct from Giegling webstore.
Centrizius
the sound on this record is really good. really nice master by D&M with lots of bass
Umdwyn
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Amazing release! "Prypjat" is astonishing!
Marirne
Love this ep. A1 skips after the first break on my copy and i have the same problem as jburning. So
check your copy before buying, cause i can't play either A1 and only the beginning of A2. B1 and B2
are awesome and play perfect on my copy.
Rindyt
Great EP again by POD. 5 Stars!Sadly there seems to be a manufacturing flaw at the end of A2. All
copies I've listened to so far had this :(
Naril
pretty sure the record is cut exactly as intended.it's certainly unusual for a track to have a
thunderous sub-bass come that late like it does.I don't encounter any skips, anywhere.
Briciraz
Are you referring to a bassy, wobbly sound 2 minutes from the end of that track or something
entirely different? I'll admit the channel phasing and bass level seems strange, but other than that, I
have no manufacturing flaw as you put it, on mine.
Wenes
Haven't heard a flawed record from Dubplates & Mastering. They are always spot on.
Vathennece
you could call it PA-performance art AKA the controlled apokalypse =)
Dangerous
It isn't a flaw? Do you mean the record is intended to be unplayable at the end of A2? ;)
Tholmeena
it's not a manufacturing flaw. all mentioned this way =)
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